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ABSTRACT ityl or positive realness in a VLSI model is an important property
Passivity in a VLSI model is an important property to guarantee sta- to guarantee stable global simulation [3,7]. Existing DS passivity
ble global simulation. Most VLSI models are naturally described tests are restrnctive in different aspects. For example, the extended
as descriptor systems (DSs) or singular state spaces. Passivity tests linear matrix inequality (LMI) test in [7] has a high complexity
for DSs, however, are much less developed compared to their non- of 0(n5) to 0(n6), rendering it prohibitive in testing passivity of
singular state space counterparts. For large-scale DSs, the existing high-order DSs, as is usual for VLSI models. The generalized al-
test based on linear matrix inequality (LMI) is computationally pro- gebraic Riccati equation (GARE) test [8] works only in the limited
hibitive. Other system decoupling techniques involve complicated case of admissible (regular, stable and impulse-free) DSs.
coding and sometimes ill-conditioned transformations. This paper The contribution of this paper is the formulation of a fast 0(n3)
proposes a simple DS passivity test based on the key insight that algorithm for checking passivity of a DS. The key insight is that
the sum of a passive system and its adjoint must be impulse-free. when a (possibly impulsive) passive system is added to its adjoint,
A sidetrack shows that the proper (non-impulsive) part of a pas- the resulting system, which is again a DS, must be impulse-free.
sive DS can be easily decoupled along the test flow. Numerical Numerically efficient and reliable techniques in transforming skew-
examples confirm the effectiveness of the proposed DS passivity Hamiltonian/Hamiltonian (SHH) matrix pencils are employed. Af-
test over conventional approaches. ter removal of uncontrollable and unobservable impulsive modes,

if any, passivity can then be checked through the positive semidefi-
nite of the residue matrix and the proper part of the DS using stan-

Categories and Subject Descriptors dard techniques (e.g., [9, 10]). Along the proposed test, numeri-
1.6.5 [Simulation and Modeling]: Model Development-model- cally well-conditioned orthogonal transformations are used when-
ing methodologies; J.6 [Computer-Aided Engineering]: -omputer- ever possible. The proper part of the original DS is also conve-
aided design (CAD) niently decoupled as a sidetrack.

Section 2 of this paper reviews the problem settings and impor-
tant DS properties. Linear system transformations necessary for the

General Terms development of the proposed test are covered. Section 3 presents
Algorithms a walkthrough of the proposed DS passivity test under the frame-

work of SHH matrix pencil transformations. Numerical results in
Section 4 show the effectiveness of the proposed approach over

Keywords conventional schemes. Finally, Section 5 draws the conclusion.
Descriptor system, positive real, passivity test

1. INTRODUCTION 2. BASICS OF DESCRIPTOR SYSTEMS
This section reviews some basic DS properties [7,8, 11-15] thatDescriptor systems (DSs) have been widely used in modelings enable formulation of the proposed passivity test. We consider a

such as robotics [1], micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) [2], linear time-invariant continuous-time DS of the form
and especially VLSI circuit simulations [3,4]. Many circuit mod-
eling techniques, such as modified nodal analysis (MNA) [5, 6], Ex = Ax + Bu, Ex(O_) = Exo (la)
naturally produce models in DS format. On the other hand, passiv- y Cx + Du (lb)

where E, A E IRinxn B,CT E RnXrm D E RmXm and E
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for is generally singular with rank(E) = r < n. In dealing with
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are passivity, the system is assumed to be square such that the quan-
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies tity u y is interpreted as the instantaneous power injected into
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to the system. We assume a regular pencil (F, A), i.e., ]So E CS,
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee. pasvsytmionthtdenogeetenry.Aticl
DAC 2006, July 24-28, 2006, San Francisco, California, USA. 1 asv ytmi n htde o eeaeeeg.Asrcl
Copyright 2006 ACM 1-59593-381-6/06/0007 .................$5.oo. passive system is dissipative and is automatically stable.
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det(-soE + A) 7& 0, such that the transfer function to a recursive reduction algorithm so that this ARE-based test, of

-sE+A B 0(n3) work, can be applied for checking (non-strict) positive re-

G(s) = D + C(sE - A)1B = D (2) alness, too. The existence of the solution X can then be inferred
iID from the nonexistence of purely imaginary eigenvalue in an associ-

is uniquely determined. If the degree, deg(det(-sE + A)) ated Hamiltonian matrix (see e.g., [9, 10], for details).
q(< r), then (E, A) has q finite dynamic modes, (n - r) nondy- 2
namic modes, and (r - q) impulsive modes. A nondynamic mode 2.3 Equivalent Transformations
corresponds to an infinite eigenvalue with a grade-I generalized Assume compatible partitions and dimensions, the new DS tuple
eigenvectors v(1) that satisfies Ev(1) = 0. The infinite eigenvalues (E', A', B', C', D') obtained from
corresponding to the generalized grade-k vectors v(k) that satisfy
Ev(k) - Av(k-1), k > 2, are the impulsive modes. When all the [sE' B'A ] =
finite dynamic modes of (E, A) are stable, then we say (E, A) is
stable. If (E, A) is regular, stable, and impulse-free, then (F, A) Q 01T -sE+A B1 Z 0
is termed admissible. For a linear time-invariant system, passivity LM IJ L C DJ R IJ' (6)
is equivalent to positive realness of the transfer function.
2.1 Passivity and Positive Realness where Q, Z are nonsingular and MTE = ER = 0, is called a

strong equivalent (s.e.) transform. When M = R = 0, it is called
A rational matrix-valued transfer function G(s) E TR"Xm is a restricted system equivalent (r.s.e.) transform [11]. It is routine to

positive real (strictly positive real) if show that s.e. (and therefore r.s.e.) preserves the transfer function
of the original DS. Obviously, r.s.e. is a generalization of the sim-

1. C(s) is analytic in ¢:C±= {s E <CI Re(s) > 0}. ilarity transform in regular system theory, while s.e. is even more
2. 1(jw) = G(jw) + (G(jw))* > 0 (> 0 for strict positive general with a D' (feedthrough) generally different from D.

realness), Vw C( R, with jw not a pole of G(s). 2.4 Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and
3. If jwo or oc is a pole of G(s), then it is a simple pole and the Weierstrass Coordinates
m x m residue matrix or first Markov parameter is positive Performing the singular value decomposition (SVD) of E =
semidefinite. 0 VTU | 1 VT, where rank(E) = r, the DS can be transformed

If C(S) iS decomposed as 0 j
by a simple r.s.e. into the SVD coordinate [13,15]

=Gp(s)proper part _ oo T EV 0 T A Al1 ,A12
G(s)= GSP(s) +Mo+sM+ skMk, (3) U EV =I Io AV =MO +sMi + E~~~~~~0 01 LA21 A22I

k=2
strictly proper UTB B , CV = [ Cl C2 (7)

then G(s) is positive real if and only if GP(s) is positive real and B2
M1 > 0, Mk = 0, k > 2. In the rest of the paper, we as- In fact, in the context of this paper, E can be relaxed to any nonsin-
sume (E, A) is regular and stable (i.e., the eigenvalues A(E, A) C gular matrix E11 without affecting the results. Another important
{C_ U oo}) as in the modeling of passive circuits. Therefore, the r.s.e. system results from the Weierstrass form [7] of the matrix
first condition in the positive realness test is always true. However, pencil (E, A). Specifically, for a regular pencil (E, A), there are
we make no assumption about the impulsive part of G(s), namely, nonsingular Q and Z such that
it may have nonzero Markov parameters.

2.2 LMI Passivity Test for a DS QTFZ - 0 N ] 0 i' q ]
Ref [7] presents the LMI passivity test for a DS: T [ Bp 1

(Sufficiency) If the linear matrix inequalities (LMls) Q L Bo J CZ[ Cp C ], (8)

[ ATX + XTA XTB CT 0< 0, ETX X E > 0 (4) where q = deg(det(-sE + A)) as in the settings in (1), Ap EBTX_- -( + D ) RqXq contains the finite modes of G(s), and N E R(n-q)x(n-q)
have a solution X, then G(s) is positive real. is nilpotent, i.e., NV = 0 for some integer v > 1. Consequently,
(Necessity) Suppose (E, A, B, C, D) is a minimal realization of any G(s) can be additively decomposed into
G(s) with D + DT > Mo + MO where Mo is the zeroth Markov
parameter of G(s) as in (3). If G(s) is positive real, then the LMIs C(s) D + C0()N-I
in (4) have a solution X. 1 C

In a regular system, E is nonsingular and can be assumed to be E
identity without loss of generality (E- 1 can be absorbed into A and k=O
B). The LMI tests in (4) then reduce to the famous LMI formula- corresponding to (3). However, it should be stressed that Weier-
tion of the positive real lemma for regular systems, e.g., [7]. Strict strass form is mainly used in theoretical proofs. Transformation to
positive realness can be checked by the existence of a stabilizing this form may involve ill-conditioned, non-orthogonal transforma-
solution X = XT > 0 to the algebraic Riccati equation (ARE) tions and therefore not favorable for numerical implementations.

A X + XA ± (XB - CT)(D + DT<'1(B"X - C) 0 (5) 2.5 Impulse Controllability and Observability
where D + DT > 0 can be assumed without loss of generality for This section provides characterizations of impulsive behavior in
passive systems [16]. In fact, the technique in [16] can be extended a DS. Some of them, e.g., the SVD tests, are convenient tests for
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impulsive modes but are less well-known. In the following, we put its adjoint G- (s) = GT (-s), provided G(s) is passive. Fig. 1
together these tests in a coherent manner for easy reference. captures the flow of the proposed test. First, we form
Impulse-Free Case: Suppose u(t) _ 0, the DS in (1) is impulse- E AOfree if all free responses x(t) are smooth in the time interval [0,oc) ?(s) = G(s)+GC(s) -sEG+A's | ] (10)
for all admissible initial conditions xo. Alternatively, there exists CO D,>
no free response of the form x(t) = v6(t), 0 :A v E R'. Moreover, where
the following statements are equivalent:

1. The pair (E, A) is impulse-free; E 0=z[ ET] A =[ -AT]

2. If there exist v, wE R' such that (sE-A)v = Ew, Vs E Co = [ C BT ] , D -D + DT
C, thenv = 0. 0 I

3. (A-1 ImE) n KerE = O;
Here J = [I oJ is of compatible dimension, and (Eqs, AO) is

a skew-Hamiltonian/Hamiltonian (SHH) matrix pencil [17]. Some
4. Im ET + AT Ker ET = R.; quick facts of (skew-)Hamiltonian matrix necessary for later deriva-

tions are summarized here (see e.g., [17]):
5. In SVD coordinate, A22 either vanishes or has full rank (i.e.,

nonsingular). 1. A Hamiltonian matrix H and a skew-Hamiltonian matrix W
look like

Impulse Observability: Suppose u(t) -0, the DS in (1) is im-
pulse observable if y(t) is impulse free for t > 0, only if x(t) is H TwA

T
impulse free for t > 0. Alternatively, there exists no free response Q -A
of the form x(t) = v6(t), 0 :A vE R' such that y(t) = 0, t > 0.
Moreover, the following statements are equivalent: where R RT, Q = ,T/ = fT and Q =-T

1. The triple (E, A, C) is impulse observable; 2. (JH)T JH and (JW)T = -JW. Eigenvalues of a
Hamiltonian matrix occur in quadruplets (A, A, -A,-A) or

2. If there exist v, w E iR such that (sE - A)v = Ew and in real or purely imaginary pairs (A, -A).
Cv = 0, Vs E C, then v = 0.

3. A nonsingular symplectic matrix S satisfies STJS = J. An
3. (A-1 Im E) n Ker E n Ker C = 0; orthogonal symplectic matrix S further has STS = I. Sim-
4. Im ET + AT Ker ET + Im CT =Rn; ilarity transform of a (skew-)Hamiltonian matrix by S, i.e.,(S1WS) S1HS, is still (skew-)Hamiltonian.

5. In SVD coordinate, [ C2 either vanishes or has full col- Referring to (3) and (10), if G(s) is passive and has an impulsive
umn rank. L 2 part, then all impulsive modes in D(s) must become unobservable

and uncontrollable, and thereby would not appear in the minimal
Impulse Controllability: The DS in (1) is impulse controllable realization of D(s). In other words, any impulsive mode in D(s)
if for every admissible initial condition xo there exists a smooth can be eliminated through a reduction process depicted below.
(impulse-free) control u(t) for t > 0 such that the state trajectory 3
x(t) is smooth for t > 0. Moreover, the following statements are 3.1 Removig Unobservable and Uncontrol-
equivalent: lable Impulse Modes

Referring to Section 2.5, an impulse unobservable mode (direc-
1. The triple (F, A, B) iS impulse controllable; tion), if any, is given by a z that satisfies
2. Ifthere exist v,wElRn such thatv (sE-A)=w Eand z* [ E' A+ KerE¢,CT' 1=0 ( 1)
vTB =0, Vs EC, then v-=0.

with (o) * being conjugate transpose. Here we have slightly abused
3. (A-T Im ET) 0 Ker FT n Ker BT _ 0; the notation by using KerFgj to stand for a matrix with orthonor-

4. Im E + A Ker E + Im B = n mal basis vectors that span the kernel of E> (and similarly below),
' ~~~~~~~whichcan be readily obtained using SVD. For every z in (11), there

5. In SVD coordinate, [A22 B2] either vanishes or has full exists a dual impulse uncontrollable mode, - Jz, since
row rank. (-Jz)* [ E AO KerEo JCCT

3. STRUCTURE-PRESERVING TEST FOR = Z* [ JF~ JA¢Ker Fq -Cr ]
DS PASSIVITY = z*[ E,J A, KerF, -C ]=0. (12)

This section presents a step-by-step walkthrough of the main The converse follows similarly. Let the orthonormal basis ZO be
results, namely, on a fast passivity test for DSs. Instead of for- a collection of all z's that satisfy (11). Henceforth, using the con-
mer approaches that work on C(s), we directly analyze 1(s) = vention that italic of a matrix denotes the subspace that it spans,
C(s) + CG (s) which is also a DS (of double the order). The idea namely, Z6 = spari(Z6), we have the important result
stems from the fact that even with the presence of an impulsive paritiple nberal
in C(s), which constitutes most of the numerical difficulties in a Z sipleuosral
DS passivity check, it will be canceled out when C(s) is added to X -JZO is impulse uncontrollable. (13)
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Next, construct Z = [Z5 ZO] where ZO = Zk (so Z0 = Z fI). Because A22 is nonsingular for an impulse-free system, it is easily
Finding QoTAcZb = 0, i.e., QO = (A,1,)Z), and similarly con- verified that (18) can be further reduced by a s.e. to
struct the orthonormal matrix Q [Qo Qo] where Qo = QO, it
follows analogously from the results in [12,18] that -sEp2+ A2 -C02

Q T -sEO + AOj jCT] Z 01TT)[ 1TO D j [ 0 I j [ -sEll + (All - A12A A | -(Ci - C2A2_A9) ]
L (Cl -C2A 'AfT (Do, -C2A 1CT)1

[QoTA4Zo -Q 'E4ZO+Q A4ZO QTJCT 1 (19)
= -SQTEZo+ QTA Zo QT J

O CqZo D,s Next, a simple r.s.e. restores the SHH pencil in (E3, AP3)
=-[sQO E4Zo+ QOjA4Z0 QT ] (14) -sEk3 + A43 cT

C03 D03
Noting J(s) = G(s) + G- (s), we also have [ (jE,2) + (-JA42) -J(-CT2)

4(s) = 4V(s) 0C2 D(22

[ s(Jz0) E4(JQ0) + (JZ)T (JQO) (JO)TJCT (15) The DS in (20) is actually regular since E43 = -JE11 is non-CO,(JQ0) Do singular and skew-Hamiltonian. This allows us to transform the

Inspecting (14) and (15), a key insight is that JQo (Qo) contains system into a regular form for testing passivity of the proper part.
the unobservable ZO (uncontrollable -JZ5). To prove so, again, 3.3 Extracting the Stable Proper Part
using italic to denote the span of a matrix, and noting AO and E 3
are Hamiltonian and skew-Hamiltonian, respectively, we have To start with, note that every skew-Hamiltonian matrix can be

JQO = J(AOZ,5- 1 _ JA-TZ put into an upper block-triangular form using a simple 0(n3) isotropic
JQ° - J(AZ°)T A 0 Arnoldi process [17]. This Arnoldi algorithm is easy to code and

= JAiT(Im E¢, + A, Ker E> + Im C ) efficiently finds an orthogonal symplectic square matrix Z such that

= A<'lImnE4 + KerE¢ + A, IMJ0CT. (16) ZTE43Z = [ Tr] where OT = -E is skew-symmetric. Let

Because the unobservable impulsive subspace Z1 lies in Ker E4 n
I -'!FT z

(A-1 ImnE4) n KerCo the statement follows. Subsequently, we ZL 2 1 ZT ZR=Z 2 j
take the right projection matrix to be Zco where Z10 = JQo \ [ F I j
(JQo nZc), and the left projection matrix -JZco since -JZc0 =

Qo \ (Qono-JZz). Here '\' denotes subtraction of sets [ 18]. These we get
orthogonal projection matrices are readily obtained via SVDs. Un- - T
observable and uncontrollable impulsive modes are then removed (s)= sI + A4 4
in the reduced-order r.s.e. C04 D44I

-sE4l + AO1 -C 1 [-SZLE03ZR + ZLA43ZR ZLJC,]3 (21)
4Cl Doi J C43ZR D03 J

-JZ"c 0]T [ sE + A JCT Zco 0 (17) To block-diagonalize A44, which is a Hamiltonian matrix, and sub-
O I04, D4, ] [ 0sequently transform (21) into the sum of a proper system and its

Note that (EFl, A4,) is a skew-symmetric/symmetric pencil. A adjoint, assume A44 = By assumption all finite poles
(minimal) passive G(s) contains at most grade-2 generalized eigen- Q
vectors [7]. In this case, one pass of the above reduction pro- of G(s) are stable, 'J(s) has no pole on the imaginary axis and
cedure would clear all impulsive modes and leave the DS (17) therefore the spectrum of A44 can be equally divided into stable
with only nondynamic modes, whose removal is illustrated below. and unstable parts. If the dimension of A44 is 2np x 2np, we can
Any remaining impulsive modes (easily checked by tests in Sec- always find [2XTx2T ]T e 2flp Xfp and A e in" X p such that
tion 2.5), irrespective of their observability and controllability, in- -
dicate a nonpassive G(s) and the test is finished. [4 -AT j[x2j[x2 A (22)

3.2 Removing Nondynamic Modes
The new DS tuple (EB1, A1,, CT,041, lDo1) in (17), in case with spec(A) = spec(A44) n c©. Without loss of generality,

of passive original system, must be impulse-free and can at most the stable invariant subspace [X 2Xf jT is assumed orthonor-
contain nondynamic modes. Since EB1 is skew-symmetric, it can mal (otherwise a QR factorization can do the task). It can be seen

be decomposed into El = U [ll 0] UT where U is unitary that X?TX2 = XjTX [10] and Z1 - [Xl X 2 is orthogonal
and El1 nonsingular with rank(Ell) rank(E4l). Another symplectic. Also,
r.s.e. brings

[_F-sEii±Aii A12] _ ~~~~~~~~~zT[R

ATZi
A

ATi
F [ A l2 A22] C ] :T ] A

[Ci 2] D4i Next, solving the Lyapunov equation AY + YAT +4' = 0 for
[-sUTE41U+UTA41lU | UT0T 1 (18) Y and formning Z2 = Z1 K0I (thus Z2 = [ I ~] ZT) a
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similarity transformation gives Model LMI Proposed Weierstrass
T order II Test [ method [decompositionsI + A¢5 JC 5] 20 5.633 0.1328 0.0859

[C+s D+s 40 144.18 0.1875 0.1407
[-sI + Z2j'A,04Z2 Z2 jJC04 (23] 60 1550.25 0.3047 0.2578
L[ C04Z2 D4 (2) 80 NIL 0.5547 0.5136

100 NIL 0.9922 1.0078
where A05 = -A T . Recall that 4.(s) is preserved all the 200 NIL 14.7891 15.285LO0-A ~ 400 NIL 155.1875 185.016
way through as we use only r.s.e. and s.e. transformations. Now
it is readily seen that (23) represents the addition of a stable proper Table 1: CPU times (sec) for different passivity tests.
system and its adjoint.

3.4 Extracting M1
We also need to account for the positive semidefiniteness of any nima escriptor sy

M1, i.e., the impulsive part of G(s), that may arise. Referring Is thisEproperApartlpassiv
to (3), a symmetric M2k+1 or a skew-symmetric M2k in G(s),
k = 1,2, .. ., will also result in uncontrollable or unobservable Form anew descriptor system Yes
impulsive modes in .1(s) in addition to those from a symmetric (s)=G(s)+G-(s)
M1 (if any). Fortunately, identification of these nonzero Mk's, and
therefore a nonpassive G(s), is simple by noting that a nonzero Mk eck if no

.\ ~~~~~Remove impulse uncontrollable Nomvdimpulse un~controllb(k > 1) is associated with nonzero grade-1 to grade- (k + 1) gen- and unobservable modes in and unobservable modes equals
eralized eigenvectors. Using the Weierstrass form or otherwise, it mod
can be seen that M1 $ 0 and Mk = 0, k > 2, only when the to-
tal number of removed unobservable and uncontrollable modes in Cek if N() Yes
'1(s) equals the total number of removed nondynamic modes. Here impulse-free
we give a simple way to extract M1. Because minimal realization

e
Extract M

is assumed in the initial G(s), every impulsive mode in G(s) must
be both controllable and observable. When only M1 = MT is Remove nondynamic modes in
present, we have equal numbers of grade-i and grade-2 (and no ¢(s)
higher-grade) generalized eigenvectors in the observable and con- No
trollable directions, respectively. Let VP) (V(1)) be the collection , M positivesemidefi
of all observable (controllable) grade-1 generalized eigenvectors, into a regular, proper system
there is an associated grade-2 eigenvector matrix V(2) (V()) of Yes
full column rank such that

f EV(1) 0J ETV(1) = 0 1 . (24) |~~~~Extractstableand proper part of| G(s) ispassiveh_ ~~~~ E~TV(l = 0 Os

ElE(2) - _V(1) ' l ETV(2) - ATV(l) (24)

The impulsive part (in this case Ml only) of G(s), denoted by the G

subscript "oo", can then be extracted through the deflating sub-
space projection matrices ZLO, = [1' (2)T and ZR, =

[1V(1) V(2)]. Specifically, by forming (E, A, B, C) = Figure 1: Flow of passivity test by proposed method.
(ZLooEZRo,o ZLooAZRoO, ZLooB, CZROO), we have

Ml = -Co,A;1EoA- Boo separated and tested for positive realness (c.f. Sections 2.2 and
- CV(l) (((1))TTAEtAV(l) (V(1))TB (25) 2.4). The algorithms are coded in Matlab 7.0.4 and executed on

- 0V c ) J c a 2.8GHz PC with 2G memory. Formation of Weierstrass form
wherein Et stands for the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of F. of matrix pencil (-sE + A) is done by an algorithm called GUP-

Invertibility of A follows from nonsingularity of (V42) TE (2) TRI [19]. The CPU times of different passivity tests on practical
.' RLC circuit models of different orders and number of impulsivewhich is obvious from the Weierstrass forms of matrices. If Ml is modes are shown in Table 1 and plotted in Fig. 2, respectively. Re-nonzero but not positive semidefinite, then G(s) is not passive. ferring to the table, the proposed passivity test and Weierstrass ap-

In other words, starting with an initial passive DS, we have con- proach are both much faster than the LMI test. When model orderstructively derived a way of identifying the proper and impulsive is increased to 70, the LMI test fails due to physical memory lim-
parts. Testing passivity of the original system is then equivalent to itations. When the model order is higher than 100, the proposed
testing the passivity of these extracted parts. If the transformation approach also exhibits faster CPU times than the Weierstrass ap-
and reduction fail somewhere in the flow in Fig. 1, then it can be proach. Moreover, we note that though the Weierstrass test hasconcluded that the initial DS is not passive, a comparable speed to the proposed test (both of which are of0(n3)), the former should be avoided in practice since it gener-

4 NU E ICAL EXPERIMENTS ally involves ill-conditioned and non-orthogonal transformations.
The proposed DS passivity test is contrasted with two conven-

tional methods, namely, the extended LMI test in [7] and the Weier- Some remarks are in order. First, the bottleneck of the proposed
strass approach wherein the proper and impulsive parts are first test is in the identification of stable invariant subspace in (22). We
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